
0DaaS Platform

With the goal of providing access to actionable, clean and validated data, the IMAT DaaS offering allows health 
payers to gain optimal results from their data, while also removing any challenges with meeting new standards.

As a one-stop-shop offering of technology and proven services, the new DaaS offering meets the new Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) efforts to transition all quality measures used in its reporting programs to 
digital quality measures (dQMs). It also improves overall HEDIS reporting capabilities and STAR ratings.

Leveraging the IMAT C3 Framework, the IMAT DaaS offering takes the unclean, incomplete, raw clinical data that 
comes out of the EHR eco-system and dramatically improves the overall data quality.

 

360º APPROACH TO ENHANCING DATA QUALITY + INTEROPERABILITY 
This comprehensive solution provides a 360-degree approach to enhancing data quality and interoperability:

 

   

The IMAT Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) offering provides access to clean and validated data, 
allowing health payers to gain optimal results from their data, while also removing any 
challenges with meeting new standards.
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Improving the Usability + Quality
of Clinical Data for Payers
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ACTIONABLE MEMBER DATA
Clinical + Business Use Cases

FHIR INTEGRATION
Regulatory Standards

NCQA DAV CERTIFIED
HEDIS Supplemental Data

SOURCE INTEROPERABILITY
Connect + Collect

ID RESOLUTION
eMPI/Member Roster

CURRENT, CLEAN, COMPLETE
C3 Framework
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ABOUT IMAT SOLUTIONS
IMAT Solutions are experts in health data acquisition and normalization, supporting programs for HEDIS, STARS, 
Population Risk Management, Data Aggregator Validation (DAV), Primary Care First, 21st Century Cures Act and CMS 
Interoperability.  The company offers turnkey, end-to-end services – from data source onboarding to data 
normalization validation to data quality management to reporting and beyond. 

IMAT Solutions pioneered the C3 Framework to help payers achieve true data confidence for enhancing all care, 
reporting, financial, and compliance efforts. With the dramatic rise in the amount of health-related data that is often 
untimely, incomplete, and inaccurate, the C3 Framework tackles this issue by ensuring all data is Clean (C1), Current (C2) 
and Complete (C3).

1-844-772-6258
info@imatsolutions.com
www.imatsolutions.com 
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OUTCOMES BEYOND DATA QUALITY
In addition to improving overall clinical data quality, the IMAT DaaS offering helps payers to:

Eliminate the burden of chart chasing   Inform risk triangulation
Prioritize member outreach    Achieve early detection for managed care   
Improve risk adherence     Access detailed patient trends insights

With the IMAT C3 Framework guiding the technology behind the DaaS platform, payers can:   

Leverage the IMAT’s Data Aggregator Validation (DAV) capabilities for accessing comprehensive supplemental 
data, and supporting risk assessment accuracy and quality parameters.

Support Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) capabilities by ingesting all patient data and converting 
it into FHIR-based records – removing the burden from payers to fund and implement the required interoperability.

Enable clinical and business use cases that truly matter by ensuring that the data is current, undergoes the 
required data quality improvements, as well as is valid for use cases.

Take advantage of Prospective/Retrospective Intervention Value that covers early identification and case 
management, supports quality measures and offers advanced risk analysis.

Easily index and search all clinical data with IMAT Solutions Perfect Search indexing and query engine that can 
combine relevance ranked, full text, Boolean, meta data, and field searches including text, date and time.


